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The Snake biting its Tail -- Fundamental Physics and
the Universe

Ikaros Bigi, Notre Dame du Lac

Tip O’Neill

“All P. is local!”
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Big bang cosmology !

cosmology

astrophysics

string theory

extra dim.

high energy p.

nuclear p.

Â   particle accelerators with higher & higher energies

      recreate the Universe at earlier & earlier times
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From the Earth to the Heavens -- & back againFrom the Earth to the Heavens -- & back again

alternate title

Galileo … Newton … Olaf Roemer …

will sketch recent and on-going examples for this strategy

physics                     philosophy

(Monty Python and the Holy Grail)

3 insights from Yogi-ism

o   on experimental science

o   on quantum mechanics

o   on cosmology

3 insights from Yogi-ism

o   on experimental science

o   on quantum mechanics

o   on cosmology
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PDG Wall Chart
The Standard Model of High Energy Physics

very successful in describing (though not necessarily
explaining) earthly data
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yet compelling evidence from astrophysics & cosmology
that Standard Model is incomplete!

The MenuThe Menu

I      Dark Matter
   Neutrino Oscillations
   `Dark Energy’            Peter Garnavich

II    Microscopic Time Reversal
   brief comment on Black Holes

III  Baryogenesis in the Universe

IV   My Bet for the emerging New Physics

V     Outlook
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I Yogi-ism Insight # 1: I Yogi-ism Insight # 1: ““You can observe a lot by watching!You can observe a lot by watching!””

I.1   Rotation Curves and Dark MatterI.1   Rotation Curves and Dark Matter

From D. Bennet
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From D. Bennet

A lot more `stuff’ -- i.e. gravitating agents --
out there than meets the eye!
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this large excess of gravitating `stuff’ over visible
matter repeats itself over all scales

Â   about 1/4 of gravitating agents in the Universe are

`dark matter’, mostly non-baryonic

+  Standard Model has no candidates for it!
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I.2   Neutrino AstronomyI.2   Neutrino Astronomy

o  n introduced by Pauli for accounting purposes (energy, momentum,
    quantum statistics) in n Ø p e n

o  essential step in evolution of Standard Model was discovery
   of weak neutral currents
   neutrinos couple to those

                         the coupling strength correctly (it seemed)
   SU(5) predicted
                              proton decay  p Ø e+ p
 2 huge water C detector were built to discover proton decay
 IMB in the US & Kamiokande in Japan
 completed in time -- to register neutrinos from SN87!
 Kamiokande upgraded to Super-Kamiokande
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Our sun seen by Super-K in the `light’ of neutrinos

 From R. Svoboda
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Davis experiment and other solar neutrino observatories `saw’
`only’ ~1/3 - 1/2 of the predicted n flux
Â   something `happened’ to the solar neutrinos on their way

+  n’s of one kind oscillate into n’s of another kind!
2   3 known kinds of n’s have non-degenerate masses --
      contrary to SM n’s !

-   yet cannot be major component of dark matter

Conclusion #1:
About 1/4 of the Universe’s matter exerts gravitational
pull like ordinary matter, yet is distinct from it.
o  Nothing is known empirically about its microscopic
   features
o  Even a slightly extended SM has no candidates for it

Conclusion #1:
About 1/4 of the Universe’s matter exerts gravitational
pull like ordinary matter, yet is distinct from it.
o  Nothing is known empirically about its microscopic
   features
o  Even a slightly extended SM has no candidates for it
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II II Microscopic Time Reversal

“politics and   P”

    left                              right

 positive                       negative

discovery of  P in ‘57 a great shock --

yet theorists quickly recovered

3 discrete symmetries

o parity PP::  xxØ--xx (mirror reflect.) (mirror reflect.)

oo  charge conjugation CC::
     particle      particle Ø    antiantiparticleparticle

oo  time reversal T = reversal of motion
t Ø - t                  p Ø - p

p-  Ø eL
- n         or      p+  Ø eR

+ n

 “L” = f (“-”)

CP:   (p-  Ø eL
- n)  fl  (p+  Ø eR

+ n)
If  CP ◊  fl     “L”    pure convention!
“the thumb is  left on the right hand!”
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CP discovered in 1964 in KL decays!

Â   L ∫ R

CPT ◊

Â   CP   fl   T

+   time reversal invariance broken on

microscopic level!

Â  baryogenesis in the Universe -- see later

We had to wait till 2001 before CP was observed in
decays of particles other than neutral K mesons
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II.1   Yogi-ism Insight # 2:

“When you come to a fork in the road -- take it!”

II.1   Yogi-ism Insight # 2:Yogi-ism Insight # 2:

““When you come to a fork in the road -- take it!When you come to a fork in the road -- take it!””

Bd Ø y KS

Bd

Bd

y KS

tinter

tdec

t=0

J  rate(Bd [Bd](tdec) Ø y KS) ∂ e-Gt(1- [+] AsinDmdt)
y

KSgbt
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L   e+e- ØBd Bd:    ct ~ 0.45 mm vs. product. region ~ 1 mm

J   EPR to the rescue!
 e+e- ØB1 B2 in C=- : Bose-Einstein B1 ^ B2  -- till decay!

                                  rate(e+e-ØBdBdØ[l±X]t[y KS]t+Dt) ~

                                             ~  … (1 ± AsinDmdDt)

2 only relative times Dt matter

Â  only distance between vertices needs to be
measured

B0

B0

time

B1

B2
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e- e+

l+

KS

y

t = 0
Dt

t
vs.

e- e+

l-

KS

y

t = 0
Dt

t
2  if e+e- Ø l+ X + y KS  ≠ e+e- Ø l- X + y KS

Â   CP !
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There is even more to it: CP ‹ T  in B decays

B  Ø l -X

B  Ø l +XBd Ø y KS

Bd Ø y KS

EPR
EPR

CPT in SL decays

Â CP ‹ T in B Ø y KS

assuming CPT merely in SL B decays
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Status of CP studies
o   CP asymmetry established in B Ø y KS

2 it is `huge’: 73.6 ±  4.9 % --
2 as predicted in the SM

Â  it validates KM description of theory of CP in
     particle decays

2 core element of experimental analysis: use of EPR
    correlations routinely on a massive and numerically
    precise scale
    EPR essential for definition of asymmetry as a matter
    of principle and for its measurement in practice
    EPR -- a reliable work horse, not a paradox

o  `demystification of CP`demystification of CP’’::
ifif dynamics can support CP, it can be large! dynamics can support CP, it can be large!
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II.2   Brief Comment on Black HolesII.2   Brief Comment on Black Holes

`elementary particle’ = irreducible representation of the
                                     Poincare group
Â  labelled by its mass and spin --

     as is a black hole!
(i.e. black holes vs. elementary particles -- exactly
the same, only different)

“The true laws of physics are about certainties, not
probabilities.”

G. ‘t Hooft (2000/2), based on studies of the QM of black holes
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III III Baryogenesis in the Universe
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‹

intellectually equivalent --

complex, multilayered, with a coherent theme

not complicated

A cathedral of the
Knowledge Age
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Crucial element: Big Bang Cosmology

Nuclear astrophysics has scored impressive successes in 

explaining observed abundances of light elements in 

big bang cosmology 

(it also predicted the existence of at most three light 
neutrinos from light nuclei abundances well before 
high energy physics confirmed it)

Greatest form of flattery is imitation!
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III.1   Yogi-ism Insight # 3:

“If the world were perfect, it wouldn’t be!”

III.1   Yogi-ism Insight # 3:Yogi-ism Insight # 3:

““If the world were perfect, it wouldnIf the world were perfect, it wouldn’’t be!t be!””

In lay man’s terms:

In a matter-antisymmetric world all the `stuff’ would
annihilate into pure energy.
Yet our Universe is not empty, only almost empty:

#(baryons)/#(photons) ~ O(10-9)

Challenge: explain observed baryon number not as an
initial value, but as a dynamically generated and thus
calculable quantity

Nbar (tinit) = 0           fl     Nbar (ttoday) ~ O(10-9) Ng(ttoday)

dynamics
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Sakharov (‘65)

need three ingredients

!   baryon number changing processes                   ◊

À   CP !

Ã   Universe out of thermal equilibrium
at least 2 phase transitions happened
               EWSB & GUTSB                                 ◊

K  standard CKM irrelevant for baryon number of universe
J  New Physics exists!
J  New CP Paradigm: CP phases can be large
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IV IV My Bet for the emerging New Physics

It is Supersymmetry!

mundane arguments in its favour:

o   it provides natural candidates for Dark Matter;

o   it provides extra sources of CP that could
    generate the baryon number of the Universe

o   it might provide an explanatory framework for
    Dark Energy

often heard argument: it solves the `gauge hierarchy problem’,

i.e. why the scales for EWSB and GUTSB differ by ~O(1013)
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All true -- yet for me not the main reason!

remember Altdorfer’s `Alexander Battle’

indeed it shows the climactic moment of
the battle at Issos in 333 BC
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yet it is largely
marginal to the
significance of
the painting,
which is its
unusual beauty
and the novel
vistas it opens --

as is the case
with
Supersymmetry
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V V Concluding Remarks

Times have been exciting recently (and not so recently) with
the emergence of
o   the Standard Model of High Energy Physics
o   the Standard Model of Cosmology
o   empirical evidence for New Physics

fascinating questions:
Are there extra dimensions -- extra time dimensions?
Are the `elementary particles’ just different modes of
intrinsically non-local objects like strings?
Do Nature’s constants change in time?

Universe        fl        Cosmos
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The L(arge)H(adron)C(ollider) recreating the early phase
of `our’ corner of the Universe will operate 2007ff

o   McMullin Fest II in 2015
2   Supersymmetry has been discovered empirically
2   microscopic features of Dark Matter have been identified
2   The Really Big Discovery ?

o   McMullin Fest III in 2025
2   Extra Dimensions ?
2   The Really Big Discovery !
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From “Monty Python and the Holy Grail”, 1975:

A peasant named Dennis demands an explanation from King Arthur, how he
became king.

King Arthur: “The Lady of the Lake, her arm clad in purest
shimmering samite, held Excalibur aloft from the bosom of the
waters to signify that by divine providence, I, Arthur, was to
carry Excalibur. That is why I am your king!”

Dennis: “Strange women lying on their backs in ponds handing
over swords -- that’s no basis for a system of government.
Supreme executive power derives from a mandate from the
masses, not from some farcical aquatic ceremony.”


